A model for investigating surface adsorption in the limit of low coverage within a periodic supercell formalism is described. The model facilitates the analysis of the contributions to the adsorption energy in terms of interaction, distortion and binding constants defined between nearest and next nearest adsorbed molecules; both direct and surface-mediated effects are considered. As an example the adsorption of vinyl fluoride at the rutile TiO 2 (110) surface is studied.
Introduction
The adsorption process involves the interaction of one or more molecules with a surface and one of the fundamental characteristics of the process is the adsorption energy, E ads , which can be measured by calorimetric techniques or can be estimated from TPD (temperature programmed desorption) measurements [1] . The experimentally determined E ads may be compared to a computed binding energy, BE, which is defined as: BE = E sys − (E mol + E sur ) (1) where E sys is the computed total energy and the suffices mol, sur and sys indicate the molecule, the surface and the adsorbate-substrate system, respectively. A negative (positive) BE means that the adsorption is a favourable (unfavourable) process with respect to the clean surface and an isolated molecule.
In studies of inter-molecular interactions, BE is variously referred to as the stabilisation [2] [3] [4] [5] , total interaction [6] [7] [8] , total bond [9] [10] [11] [12] or bond dissociation [13] [14] [15] [16] energy. BE can be separated into two contributions: the distortion energy, E dis , and the interaction energy, E int [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] ;
In turn, E dis can be split into the distortion energy of the surface E sur dis and that of the molecule E mol dis :
where E sur dis is the energy to distort the surface from its clean geometry to that adopted after adsorbtion:
(being E sur|sys the energy of the surface at the geometry adopted in the adsorbatesubstrate system and E sur the energy of the clean surface) and E mol dis is the energy to distort the molecule from its gas phase equilibrium geometry to the geometry obtained after adsorption on the surface:
E dis is variously referred to as the deformation [2, 3, 6, 9, 17, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , relaxation [4, 5, 8, 28] or preparation [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 29] , energy.
Accordingly, E int is defined as
and it is the component of E ads which does not contain effects of the geometrical relaxation; that is, the interaction between fragments already distorted to the geometries of the adsorbate-substrate system. Unfortunately the terms "binding energy" and "interaction energy" are often used ambiguously in the literature, as discussed in Ref. [4] .
The separation of BE into E dis and E int is a useful analytical tool for several reasons:
(1) It is often the case that physical quantities that characterise the adsorption process are correlated to either E dis or E int more strongly than they are to E ads , as it has been observed for the adsorbate-substrate charge transfer, which is roughly linear correlated to E int and not to BE [6] . 2 (2) For a specific system, the geometry modification upon the adsorption can be very significant for the ability of the molecule to interact with the surface [6, 27] , then E dis is a useful indicator to assess this contribution to BE. (3) When investigating chemical reactivity of a set of molecules on different substrates, the separate analysis of E int and E dis is convenient in order to analyse trends [18, 21, 22, 27] . (4) If a localised atomic orbital scheme is used to compute the energetics, BE is affected by the basis set superposition error (BSSE), which corresponds to an artificial increase in the calculated stability of the supersystem because the basis set of the supersystem is larger than that used for the component subsystems. In order to correct for the BSSE, the counterpoise (CP) method maybe used, which has been described elsewhere for a cluster model of the surface [30] [31] [32] . In this case, the separation of the BE into E int and E dis is crucial from a computational point of view: the BSSE is related only to E int , since E dis is defined with respect to energies that have to be calculated in the same basis set (see Eqs 4, 5) . The CP-corrected interaction energy, E C int , is:
where E G mol|sys and E G sur|sys are the energies of the molecule and of the surface both calculated respectively in the presence of the "ghosted atoms" of the surface and of the molecule (i.e. including the extra basis set of 2 For instance, in the adsorption of three probe molecules, namely pyridine, acetonitrile and carbon monoxide, both on amorphous B 2 O 3 −SiO 2 and on γ−Al 2 O 3 , the BE and the adsorbate-substrate charge transfer ∆q have been computed. Although BE is not strongly related to ∆q, there is a rough linear correlation between E int and ∆q. In turn, the charge transfer is itself strongly correlated to the infrared frequency shift upon adsorption and so an understanding of E int (and the processes which contribute to it) is important for the prediction of frequency shifts: the larger E int , the higher the charge transfer and the frequency shift [6] . the surface or the molecule). The BSSE is positive and equal to:
Taking into account the BSSE, the CP-corrected binding energy, BE C , is [30, [32] [33] [34] :
The periodic representation of adsorption introduces any additional complexity. Modelling the surface as a slab periodic in two dimensions with a suitable supercell involves adsorbing a periodic array of molecules to the surface. Within the monolayer of molecules there will be inter-molecular interactions which vary with the coverage considered. The lateral moleculemolecule effects can be evaluated conveniently by further exploiting the splitting of BE into E int and E dis . This issue is described in detail below (Sec. 2.3). (6) Defining E int and E dis , a model based on the interaction of nearest and next-nearest neighbouring molecules can be developed for extrapolating the adsorption energy to the very low coverage (adsorption of an isolated molecule) more conveniently than the extrapolation of E ads , due to the presence of the interaction of the adsorbed molecules at the final geometry in the adsorbate-substrate system. The model requires the denition of a set of effective interaction parameters, which model the lateral interactions, and can be used conveniently in model calculations of the surface thermodynamics.
The aim of this paper is to provide a detailed and meaningful description of the procedure 3 already successfully applied (partly or completely) to investigate the adsorbate-substrate interaction between TiO 2 and some molecules such as CH 2 CHF [35, 36] and CO [35, 37] . This article allows to have a consistent description of the adsorption energetics in terms not only of the adsorbatesubstrate interaction but also of the inter-molecular ones.
The paper is organised as follows. The procedure for studying adsorption within the periodic approach is discussed in Sec 2, where the direct and surfacemediated effects between molecules are identified. Results for the adsorption of CH 2 CHF on rutile(110) are presented in Sec. 3 and we summarise the conclusions of this work in Sec. 4. 
A periodic model of nearest and next nearest adsorbed molecules
In this section, the formation of the periodic monolayer of molecules will be firstly considered and the lateral effects between the molecules will be analysed. Then, the model for the study of the adsorption by means of a periodic scheme is presented.
The binding energy of a monolayer with respect to the isolated molecule
Within the slab approach, the molecule at the surface is repeated periodically in a monolayer which has the same periodicity of the two-dimensional slab cell. On the basis of the geometry of the molecule, three different cases can be identified:
(1) frozen monolayer, in which each molecule adopts the geometry of the isolated molecule; (2) free monolayer, where a relaxation of internal coordinates is allowed;
(3) adsorbed monolayer, the monolayer adopts the geometry of the adsorbed system.
This classification separates the variation of the geometry of the molecule with respect to the isolated limit due lateral interactions from variation due to interaction with the surface (see Fig. 1 ). The effects of the neighbouring molecules can be assessed by calculating the binding energy of a molecule arranged in a monolayer. This quantity is generally reported as lateral energy.
The BE of the frozen monolayer with respect to an isolated molecule is an interaction energy, as no distortion of the molecules is allowed.
with E mon|mol the energy of a monolayer constructed from molecules which have the geometry of the isolated molecule. By constant in the free monolayer, the distortion is given by:
with E mol|mon the energy of a molecule at the optimised geometry of the monolayer. The binding energy of the free monolayer with respect to an isolated molecule is
Analogously, the distortion, the interaction and the binding energy of the adsorbed monolayer with respect to an isolated molecule are the following:
The binding energy of the monolayer-surface system with respect to the free monolayer and clean surface
The analysis of surface adsorption is a generalisation of that used widely in molecular studies and discussed in Sec. 1. Then, the three energies can be expressed as it is reported below and sketched in Fig. 2 . For simplicity, the adsorption of a single molecule per unit cell is considered. The interaction and the distortion energies are given by:
where the superscript P , meaning periodic, has been used to indicate the energies referring to the adsorption of a periodic monolayer. E sur dis and E mon dis 4 are the distortion energies for the monolayer and the surface, respectively given by
Accordingly, the binding energy per unit area of the periodic monolayer is:
When investigating systems that do not form periodic overlap, only when the adopted surface cell is large enough to make the lateral effects negligible, BE P can compared with the adsorption of a molecule moving from an ideal gas to the surface.
The binding energy of the molecule-surface system with respect to the isolated molecule and clean surface
From a thermodynamical point of view, when moving from the binding energy of the monolayer-surface system to the binding energy of the molecule-surface system the initial state changes, then the energy necessary to form the free monolayer starting from the isolated molecule (BE free ) has to be added to BE P (see Fig. 3 ):
4 The distortion energy of the adsorbed monolayer is also equal to the difference between the binding energies of the adsorbed and free monolayer:
when grouping in pair, E P,mon dis becomes E P,mon
and shows that a change in the geometry of the molecule arranged in a monolayer, from the free to the adsorbed one (E adsorbed dis − E free dis ), is associated also with a variation of the interaction energy between the molecules (E adsorbed int − E free int ). (25) When grouping the interaction and distortion contribution, it follows that the net interaction and distortion energies are:
It is significant for the model that will be described in Sec 2.4 to define the following energies:
• the lateral binding energy, according to Eq. 24:
• the lateral interaction energy
• the lateral distortion energy
The advantage of the lateral energies (E L int , E L dis and BE L ) consists of isolating the direct effects due to the presence of a periodic array of adsorbed molecules, since the surface related energy contributions, which appear in both the net and the periodic energies, cancels out.
CP-corrected interaction energies
Analogously to the cluster approach, the interaction energy has to be CPcorrected due to the BSSE (see Sec. 1), when a local basis set is adopted. As concerns the frozen, free and adsorbed monolayer, Equations 10, 13 and 15 respectively become:
where E g mol , E g mol|mon and E g mol|sys are the energy of the isolated molecule and of the molecule at the free and adsorbed monolayer geometries calculated in the presence of the basis sets of the neighbouring molecules.
The interaction energies between the surface and the adsorbed monolayer (Eq. 17) and between the surface and the adsorbed molecule (Eq. 26) have also to be CP-corrected as follows:
where E G sur|sys , E G mon|sys and E G mol|sys are the energy of the molecule, the monolayer and the surface calculated in the full basis set of the final adsorbatesubstrate system.
The use of the CP-corrected interaction energies (defined by Equations 31-35) into Equations 10, 12, 16, 23, 24, 28 and 29 allows the definition of the corresponding CP-corrected energies: BE C,frozen , BE C,free , BE C,adsorbed , BE C,P , BE C , BE C,L and E C,L int .
From now on, the superscript C will be dropped for simplicity, and all the interaction and binding energies assumed to have been CP-corrected.
Nearest and Next-Nearest Neighbours Model
As it has been written above, the adoption of a molecule within a periodic approach is affected by the presence of neighbouring molecules, as a consequence the quantities E L int , E L dis , BE L , E P int , E P dis , BE P , E int , E dis and BE are dependent on the periodicity of the two-dimensional cell of the monolayer. A model based on the interaction of Nearest and Next Nearest Neighbouring molecules is presented in this section in order to study their variation with surface coverage and to isolate 1) the direct and 2) the surface-mediated effects between adsorbed molecules. As concerns the former, the lateral energies can be expressed as follows: 
where n × m indicates the periodicity of the monolayer; the translational vectors of the cell are na and mb. The quantities i, d and b are the direct in-teraction, distortion and binding constants. The direct interaction constants i are labelled such that i na and i mb are the interactions between molecules separated solely by na, and mb respectively, and i na,mb denotes the diagonal interaction along the vector (na, mb), analogously for d and b.
The surface mediated constants, I, D and B can be likewise defined according to the formulas: 
3 Illustrative application
Computational details
All calculations have been performed using the CRYSTAL software package [38] , based on the expansion of the crystalline orbitals as a linear combination of a basis set consisting of atom centred Gaussian orbitals. The titanium and oxygen atoms are described by a double valence all-electron basis set (an 86-51G* contraction: one s, three sp and one d shells) and a triple valence (an 8-411G contraction: one s, three sp shells), respectively [39] ; the most diffuse sp exponents are α Ti = 0.598 and α O = 0.184 bohr −2 . The vinyl fluoride molecule, CH 2 CHF, has been described using the standard 6-31G** contraction (one s, two sp and one d shells for carbon and fluorine and two s and one p shells for hydrogen) [40] .
Electron exchange and correlation are approximated using the B3LYP hybrid exchange functional [41] , since it has been proven to provide a reliable approach to both the structural properties [42] [43] [44] and the electronic structure [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] .
Further details can be found in [52] .
Results
The presented model has been applied to investigation of the adsorption of CH 2 CHF at the TiO 2 (110) surface of the rutile phase (see Fig 4) presented in a recent paper [52] . The rutile TiO2(110) surface exposes sixfold and fivefold coordinated titanium ions and threefold (planar) and twofold (bridging) coordinated oxygen ions. The optimisation of the adsorbate-substrate system has been carried out by adsorbing the molecule in an initial geometry with its symmetry plane perpendicular to the plane of the surface with the fluorine atom above one fivefold coordinated titanium ion and with one hydrogen atom above one twofold coordinated oxygen ions. This adsorption structure has been previously checked through the comparison between the calculated and observed vibrational frequencies of the molecule [53] . The interaction, distortion and binding energies have been calculated by using counterpoise method when adopting a periodic approach to simulate the surface. The lattice vectors of the primitive surface cell are a=2.995 and b = 6.465Å. The interaction, distortion and binding constants are evaluated by assuming that i na (I na , d na , D na , b na and B na ) and i mb (I mb , d mb , D mb , b mb and B mb ) can be neglected in the case of (4 × 1) and (1 × 3) cells, respectively; in addition, the diagonal constant along the vector (na, mb) has been taken into account only in the case of (1 × 1) and (2 × 1) cells (see appendix for further detailed explanations).
In Table 1 the interaction, distortion and binding energies are reported. The most interesting feature is the positive value of the net interaction and binding energies for the (1 × m) periodicities.
In Table 2 the interaction, distortion and binding molecule-molecule constants are given. It is striking the very large direct repulsion of the molecules along the a direction that is attributable to the strong repulsion of the π electrons in the C=C double bond; then the adsorption for the ( 
Conclusions
A scheme to study the adsorption energetics within a periodic approach has been presented in order to calculate the binding energy in the case of an isolated adsorbed molecule (BE lim ), as well as the interaction and the distortion energies (E lim int and E lim dis ). This model has the advantages to evaluate the mutual effects between adsorbed molecules by means of interaction, distortion and binding constants defined along the periodic direction of the two-dimensional cell adopted to simulate the surface. The scheme also allows to separate the direct and surface-mediated effects between adsorbed molecules at the surface, the former are evaluated through i, d and b, respectively for direct interaction, distortion and binding constant, and the latter through the corresponding surface mediated parameters I, D and B. These constants are also crucial as a starting point for a following Montecarlo simulation, aimed at understanding non-uniform adsorption.
An illustrative application of the model is provided, considering the adsorption of vinyl fluoride at rutile TiO 2 (110) surface. It has found a different behaviour of the direct and surface-mediated effects. In fact, the direct (surfacemediated) lateral effects become negligible faster along the a (b) direction than along the b (a) one.
Appendix
The system used for the determination of i is formed by the following seven equations:
A corresponding set of equations has been used for d and b.
The system used for the determination of I and E lim int consists of the following eight equations: 
The constants D and B and the quantities E lim dis and BE lim are evaluated according the similar set of equations. Table 1 Interaction, distortion and binding energies as a function of the periodicity (kJ/mol) and the corresponding surface coverage, Θ. The percentage difference ∆% of BE C with respect the limiting case (-21.84 kJ/mol) is also given in the last row of data. 
